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For optimum logistical 

efficiency, you need a team 
who can do it all- from OEM pump 
supply to component reconditioning and 
quality aftermarket parts. Businesses all too 
often waste time chasing down multiple suppliers 
to fulfil the demands of a single project. So why go 
through the hassle when you can get everything 
you need from one central place? 

Murray Engineering is a fully integrated pumping 
and rotating equipment services provider, with a 
full portfolio of top quality products and services.

With branch locations across Australia, Murray 
Engineering specialises in equipment overhaul, 
asset monitoring and life extension, on-site 
installations and maintenance.

We cover all aspects of dewatering, industrial and 
wastewater pumps, rental pumps, and aftermarket 
parts and services, and have proven capacity 
to deliver on any project to the highest global 
standards nationwide. 

Strategically positioned as a single supplier with full-
service capabilities, Murray Engineering has literally 
hundreds of services across seven divisions, making 
us a one stop shop for the mining, heavy industry 
and waste water sectors, offering convenient 
logistical efficiencies for our clients. 

We have an extensive track record of servicing 
mining submersibles, centrifugal slurry, helical rotor, 
and oil/gas related ISO, ANSI, and API pumps.
Our qualified pump technicians are experienced 
in handling all brands and models of pumps and 
associated rotating equipment.



Further to our primary range, we have access to all 
major OEM pump brands to suit any specific need 
with skid mounting of helical rotor, dewatering, 
submersible, slurry, dosing, gear, vane, multistage, 
ring section, axial lift, and vertical turbines coupled 
with diesel or electric driven motors, valves, hoppers, 
control panels, pump starters and all custom builds.
Full ranges of spare parts for your existing pumps are 
on hand in OEM quality and are readily provided 
either off the shelf or with quick turnaround at 
significant commercial savings.

Investing in our infrastructure and team 
members is investing in our future   

Murray Engineering believes firmly in investment in our 
own resources to deliver the highest possible levels of 
quality and service.
Our state-of-the-art infrastructure and people are key 
to our competitive advantage.  
With full workshop capabilities, we have the in-
house expertise to design, fabricate, install and 
commission all electrical and mechanical aspects of 
your pumping and associated equipment for all your 
dewatering requirements. 
Team members at Murray Engineering bring with 
them decades of unparalleled experience from 
wide ranging backgrounds to deliver comprehensive 
dewatering knowledge and technical skills. 
Our highly experienced industry recognised service 
technicians, fitters and boiler makers coupled with 
world class ISO certified facilities and fully equipped 
service vehicles are available for all pumping 
requirements.

GREG PRATT heads the Pumping Division as the 

Pumping Services Business Development Manager at 

Murray Engineering.

When it comes to pumping solutions – and Mining 
and Industry at large – Greg really knows what he’s 
talking about. 
Greg has almost 40 years’ experience in strategic 
and technical sales within the Mining, Industrial, 
Water and Wastewater sectors holding titles including 
Managing Director and Executive Director as well as 
occupying board positions at ITT Flygt / Xylem Inc.  
With full capability to offer turnkey packages 
for pumping and dewatering services, Murray 
Engineering provides full 24/7 on and off-site 
dependability to minimise any disruption.  



Dewatering Pumps and Equipment

Murray Engineering’s dewatering pumps and 
equipment are designed and fabricated to 
withstand the harshest mining environments. 
Designed by highly experienced industry 
professionals, Murray Engineering’s dewatering 
pumps and equipment outstrip competitors 
in terms of performance, maintenance and 
longevity and can cater for any application, large 
or small.

Helical Rotor Pumps 

The MEPS- Helical Rotor Pump (Netzsch German 
brand) is designed for heavy-duty dewatering 
applications. The base unit includes a tank, 
progressing cavity pump, inspection ladder, 
valves, and piping all mounted on a common 
galvanized or painted steel skid.  
Offering superior design for increased longevity 
with less maintenance, the position of the 
mechanical seal/stuffing box is close to the 
housing flange, which allows the pumped fluid 
to flush and agitate the solids in the sealing area. 
Solids particles will not accumulate in the sealing 
area which will avoid premature wear and lack of 
lubrication on the seal.
In comparison, the volume of the cavity in the 
Helical Rotor Pump is 7% bigger than competing 
units allowing it to run slower with the same flow 
and less particle build up, which significantly 
increases the run life of the rotor and stator.

SERVICES INCLUDE

 � On-site pump audits, plant health checks, 
and production availability improvements 
production availability improvements

 � Overhaul of all types, sizes, and brands of 
pumps

 � Supply of many OEM pumps and parts

 � Supply of re-engineered spare parts for any 
OEM as required

 � Boiler feed and cooling water pump 
overhaul and re-rate

 � Mechanical seal overhaul

 � Motorization and skid packaging with 
diesel, electric, or turbine drive

 � Fans and blowers repair and service

 � Turbine overhauls

 �  Compressor service and overhaul

 �  On-site maintenance and repairs including 
embedded engineers/specialized 
mechanical fitters on-site for full-time 
service contracts

 �  Dynamic balancing

 � On-site laser alignment service (EXD 
Equipment)

 � Failure analysis with full RCFA reporting

 � Full-spectrum vibration analysis and 
condition monitoring reporting

 � In-house machining 

 � In-house painting



Rental & Aftermarket Services

Murray Engineering’s Pump Rental and 
Aftermarket Services Department holds over 
$1.5m worth of pump and associated equipment 
in stock with over 800 individual lines to fulfill 
customer requirement on demand. 
We can also source alternative parts and 
equipment as required to keep equipment fully 
operational working to full capacity.

Rental 

In addition to our range of dewatering, industrial, 
and wastewater pumps, Murray Engineering also 
offers the option to rent dewatering pumps and 
associated equipment for your operation on a 
short-term or long-term basis. 
With a fleet of over 1000+ submersible rental 
pumps operating across multiple underground 
mine sites across Australia, we offer one of the 
largest rental fleets in the world. 
Our submersible rental fleet is comprised of 5kW 
to 90kW submersible pumps including specialised 
pumps for arduous and low pH applications. 
Rental arrangements can be developed to 
support sites requiring a new rental fleet or 

Heavy Duty Centrifugal Pumps

The MEPS- Heavy Duty Centrifugal Pump is designed 
for heavy-duty dewatering applications. The base 
unit includes a tank, heavy-duty centrifugal pump, 
inspection ladder, valves, and piping all mounted on 
a common galvanized or painted steel skid. 
Murray Engineering also provides both unit types 
with a control panel as required, with an integrated 
instrumentation panel that provides automatic 
operation of the pump system.

Industrial & Wastewater Pumps

Murray Engineering offers a complete line of industrial 
and wastewater pumps designed to process a 
wide variety of chemicals, liquids, and petroleum 
products. These pumps service many industries and 
sites including the mining, pharmaceutical, steel, 
textile, food/beverage, planting, chemical injection, 
automotive, power, and utility industries, in addition 
to refineries, petrochemical plants, paper mills, 
chemical plants, pipelines, boiler feed plants, and 
OEMs. 
Our pumps are proven performers which can 
operate successfully in the harshest of industrial 
environments. 

Pump varieties on offer include:

 � ISO 2858/5199, primarily utilised in the transfer of  
 water and non-hazardous chemicals.

 �ANSI B73.1, a step up from ISO pumps and are  
 common in the oil, gas and chemical industries.

 � Thermic Fluid, when the transfer of high-  
 temperature fluids is required, without auxiliary  
 cooling.

 �Non-Metallic, where metal contact with your fluid  
 is not an option.

 �Non-Metallic Vertical Submersible, possess a  

 sump design and are also suitable in acidic   
 environments.

This pump range satisfies a wide range of industrial 
and wastewater pumping requirements and can 
service an extensive range of applications.

Aftermarket ServicES

In addition to our pump rental services, we 
also supply qualified and experienced pump 
technicians, who can service pumps in-house, or 
on-site depending on individual requirements. 
Our technicians are highly experienced in working 
with all pump brands/types and possess relevant 
industry qualifications.



Spare and Re-Engineered Parts:

Murray Engineering supplies a range of OEM pumps 
and aftermarket parts to support mining operations. 
As an established distributor for leading pump 
brands, Murray Engineering can supply these parts at 
highly competitive prices. 
We can also source and provide re-engineered and 
refurbished parts, as required.
With the use of our advanced ceramic coatings, we 
can bring life back to equipment previously beyond 
economic repair, to extend service life and exceed 
design performance.

Our services include but are not limited to:

 � Pump assessment and rebuilds to restore pump  
   performance 

 � Overhaul of electric motors, mechanical seals  
  and valves 

 � Rewind and clean and bake of electric motors 

 � Supply of various pump materials 

 � Material coating

 � Manufacture/ supply of replacement   
  components

 � Blast and paint facilities 

 � Assembly of pump sets with electric motors or  
  diesel engines 

 � Performance testing

Our impressive repertoire of skills, knowledge, 
qualifications and certifications enable Murray 
Engineering to provide state-of-the-art turnkey 
Pumping solutions in any industry.

FOR ALL YOUR PUMPING REQUIREMENTS 
TALK TO GREG PRATT TODAY.

For any enquiries please contact us via phone 

on 1800 MURRAY, or head over to our Contact Us 

page for more ways to get in touch.

 Alternatively, check out our

 Facebook news feed

Our team routinely performs on-site underground 
equipment audits, including pneumatic system 
audits, dewatering audits, plant health checks, 
and pump availability assessments. These audits 
establish a benchmark for improvement programs 
by measuring system and pump characteristics:

 � Inlet and discharge pressure
 � Power
 � Flow rate

 � Vibration
 � Temperature

 � Operating parameters
 � Solids concentration size
 � Efficiency
 � Individual pump part life
 � Time frames for scale build-up and cleaning

We also offer failure analysis with full RCFA 
reporting, full-spectrum vibration analysis, and 
condition monitoring reporting.

https://www.murrayengineering.com.au/contact-us/
https://www.facebook.com/murrayengineeringptyltd
https://www.facebook.com/murrayengineeringptyltd

